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Connectathon 2014 
VISUS demonstrates a high degree of interoperability 
 

 VISUS completes 235 successful interoperability tests 
 The series of tests focused on XDS and IID 

 
Bochum, July 04, 2014: Each year, developers from a 
wide variety of companies in the healthcare IT industry 
meet to subject their software products to the ultimate 
test: an interoperability check with other systems and 
verification that the products are conformant with IHE 
standards.   This meeting - the IHE Connectathon - has 
now become one of the top events for anyone who 
recognizes that a high degree of interoperability is the 
benchmark for product quality. 
 
One of the focal points of this year's IHE Connectathon 
held in Vienna on April 7 - 9, the IHE-XDS (Cross Document Sharing) standard, has also 
been a focus of development work at VISUS.   
 
"Because of the extensive networking of IT in healthcare institutions, interoperability plays 
an overwhelmingly important role for our customers. JiveX needs to communicate with a 
large number of systems and there should therefore be maximum compatibility," according 
to Ron Schwarz, Director of the Research and Development Department at VISUS. 
 
In conjunction with the JiveX Medical Archive and the electronic case records standard 
(eFA 2.0), the IHE-XDS standard, which aims to permit the standardized exchange of 
documents across institutional boundaries, has also become more important for VISUS. At 
this year's Connectathon, JiveX was put through its paces in this respect with other actors 
from the three areas: Repository, Registry, and Consumer. Ron Schwarz: "Many software 
providers are currently betting on XDS. The market in this area is thus extremely dynamic 
and there is a major need for connectivity testing." JiveX passed with flying colors. 
 
One distinguishing characteristic of XDS is that it is a very complex standard which leaves a 
certain amount of room for interpretation. "And everyone applies it a little differently, which 
means that there is a danger that systems will not communicate in practice despite 
conforming with the standard. Meanwhile, the Connectathon is a very good forum for 
specialists to exchange details about implementation. Sometimes, points of uncertainty are 
found in the standard and communicated to the IHE," reports the Head of Development 
JiveX at VISUS, based on experience. 
  
Invoke Image Display  
However, XDS was not the only profile addressed by the developers at VISUS. Another, 
relatively new profile is Invoke Image Display (IID), intended to standardize the control of 
an image display from an outside system, such as the HIS. To date, this has functioned 
through integration via interfaces developed with other providers. Now tests are also to be 
utilized in this respect to develop uniform approaches. 
 
Actually, tests of this type require competitors to become partners - at least for the duration 
of the event - who will work together to provide products to their customers which are even 
more future-proof. The Head of Development JiveX is excited to see "how developers from 
other companies handle the implementation of the relevant specifications."  
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Learning from mistakes to prevent risks in the future 
Companies do not voluntarily subject themselves to a test marathon like the one in Vienna 
out of their own interests alone. Rather, the Connectathon is a developmental laboratory 
which permits a company to recognize errors in the system before they happen to 
customers in real life. If a bug is detected during the series of tests, the specialists can get 
cracking on fixing the error in the systems involved directly on site. Each test is repeated by 
three different companies. At the end, an impartial judge decides whether or not the test has 
been passed. If several tests constituting a profile are successfully implemented, the IHE 
awards "Stars," which are published on the website. The "haul of stars" achieved by VISUS 
was also highly satisfactory this year: In all, 235 tests were completed successfully. 
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VISUS in brief 
 
VISUS is one of the leading providers of process-oriented solutions  for  imaging  
and diagnostic management. The JiveX product family covers the full range of 
imaging and diagnostic data communication, from PACSs for radiology  clinics  to  
hospital solutions spanning multiple departments and sites. Thanks to their use of 
internationally recognized standards, VISUS solutions - all of which are developed 
in Germany - can be readily integrated into existing systems. 
 
The VISUS philosophy is based on a development strategy that taps into proactive 
trends and developments, and implements these in customer-oriented products. By 
delivering solutions in fields such as telemedicine, the company aims to streamline 
network and communication channels in order to improve care from the patients’ 
perspective while keeping an eye on the bottom line. 
 
As a result, VISUS places particular importance on making meaningful medical 
information available regardless of the location, time or conditions specific to a 
given institution. 
 
Thanks to its JiveX Integrated Imaging technology (PACS-II), VISUS can now 
leverage its years of experience in imaging data management and in working with 
and distributing large volumes of data in order to offer pioneering solutions for  
use outside of radiology. JiveX Integrated Imaging lays the foundation for PACS 
integration of non-DICOM data from hospital areas such as cardiology, internal 
medicine and emergency medicine. The result of this strategy is the JiveX Medical 
Archive - a consolidated medical archive storing  all medical data for a given 
institution. 
 
A key feature of JiveX products is an open system structure that allows for seamless 
integration in existing IT architectures, regardless of the manufacturer. This is made 
possible by consistently implementing internationally recognized IHE standards. 
The use of standards creates transparency and serves as a prerequisite for an 
expandable, forward-looking IT infrastructure that offers users the development 
flexibility they need. 
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